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DISC MOWERS AND MOWER CONDITIONERS

Kubota’s counter-rotating three bladed 

discs provide a wider overlap on each disc 

compared to solutions with uneven number 

of discs.

Individual top service hubs can be removed 

very quickly for easy maintenance.

Fully welded cutterbar with overlapping 

C-channels for a very strong and stiff 

construction.
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DISC MOWERS AND MOWER CONDITIONERS

Specially tooled gear wheels with round 

design and long teeth result in low noise 

levels and efficient power transmission.

Lets You Focus On What Is 
Important
Kubota disc mowers are designed to 
deliver excellent performance in every 
situation. Their reliability lets you focus 
on what is important – getting the job 
done with the best possible result.

True Performance
All Kubota disc mowers are built for 
performance in even the toughest 
conditions. With a wealth of models, any 
requirement is covered, to make sure 
you will be able to make the most of the 
time available.

FORAGE EQUIPMENT
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DISC MOWERS AND MOWER CONDITIONERS

DM1000 
With the fully welded Kubota cutterbar 
and designed for smaller operations, 
these mowers, in working widths of 
1.65 to 2.40m and with corresponding 
weights of 390-450kg respectively, are 
perfect for farmers looking for a com-
pact low input solution.

DM3087-DM3095 
Mow 9.50m with only 150hp - DM3087-
DM3095 is the answer to the ever 
growing number of cattle farmers 
looking for an effective solution, to mow 
extensive areas with a relatively small 
tractor. DM3087-DM3095 are packed 
with features to meet these demands. 

Kubota Models Working Width

Rear Mounted Plain Disc Mowers
DM1017 1.65m
DM1022 2.15m
DM1024 2.40m
DM2024 2.40m
DM2028 2.80m
DM2032 3.20m

Center Mounted Plain Disc Mowers
DM3028 2.80m
DM3032 3.20m
DM3036 3.50m
DM3040 4.00m
DM3332 3.20m
DM3336 3.60m
DM3340 4.00m

Front Mounted Plain Disc Mowers
DM4028 2.80m
DM4032 3.20m
DM4032S 3.20m

Triple Plain Disc Mowers
DM3087 8.50/8.70m
DM3095 9.30/9.50m

Center Mounted Mower Conditioners
DMC6024N 2.40m
DMC6028N 2.80m
DMC6028R 2.80m
DMC6032N 3.20m
DMC6332T 3.20m
DMC6332R 3.20m
DMC6336T 3.50m
DMC6336T Vario 3.50m

Trailed Mower Conditioners
DMC8028T 2.80m
DMC8032T 3.20m
DMC8032R 3.20m
DMC8036T 3.50m
DMC8036R 3.50m
DMC8532T 3.20m
DMC8532R 3.20m
DMC8536T 3.50m
DMC8536R 3.50m

Front Mounted Mower Conditioners
DMC7028T 2.80m
DMC7032T 3.20m
DMC7032R 3.20m
DMC7036T 3.50m

Triple Mower Conditioner
DMC6087N 8.70m

T = Steel Tine Conditioner
N = Nylon Tine Conditioner
R = Roller Conditioner

DMC6300T/R
A new line of mower conditioners with 
the innovative QuattroLink suspension, 
providing constant ground pressure 
and outstanding ground adaptation 
with a 700mm vertical and 30° 
horisontal operating range. Vertical 
parking device is standard included.

Disc Mowers
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DISC MOWERS AND MOWER CONDITIONERS

DM2000 
Lightweight, simple 2.40, 2.80 and 
3.20m mowers with compact, but 
durable design, for maximum output 
at a competitive price. Featuring the 
Kubota triangular discs, continuous and 
excellent cutting performance, even in 
difficult crop conditions, is ensured.

DM3000 
DM3000 covers a working range of 2.80-
4.00m, with weights of 810-940kg, al-
lowing operation with tractors from 50hp. 
They are very attractive for farmers with 
smaller tractor, yet large cutting areas, 
and combined with a DM4000 series ma-
chine it gives a working width of 6.80m.

DM3300
3.2-4.0m plain disc mowers, allowing 
operation with tractors from 55hp. 
It is very attractive for farmers with 
smaller tractors, yet large cutting areas 
and combined with a DM4000 series 
machine it supports a working width up 
to 6m.

DM4000-DM4000S 
Outstanding ground following ability in 
all terrain. DM4032S is the first front disc 
mower with an actively driven swath for-
mer, for both swathing and wide spread-
ing. Swath widths of 1.00, 1.15 and 1.30m 
and wide spreading up to 2.20m, offers 
the flexibility that farmers are looking for.

DMC6000N/R
The DMC6000 series is offered in 2.40, 
2.80 and 3.20m versions, with either ny-
lon or roller conditioner. Centre suspen-
sion, providing an even weight distribu-
tion across the entire mowing width, 
as well as a constant, faster and more 
precise adaptation to ground contours.

DMC6087N
An uncomplicated 8.70m nylon 
conditioner combination with power 
requirements starting from 150hp. 
Vertical transport below 4.0m and 
integrated parking device for compact 
storage. 

DMC7000
Excellent suspension design and ac-
curate ground following characterizes 
Kubota DMC7000T/R series. In addition 
the Kubota cutterbar, with oustanding 
cutting performance and either Semi-
Swing steel tine or chevron roller condi-
tioning is fitted onto these machines. 

DMC8000
Designed with the Kubota suspension 
concept, where mowing section and 
conditioner is suspended independently 
from the main chassis, allowing contours 
to be closely followed. Features include 
SemiSwing conditioner, swath belt and 
FlipOver wide spreading. 

DMC8500
Showing the same features as the 
DMC8000 series, but supplied with a 
centre pivot drawbar for mowing to ei-
ther side of the tractor. This allows mow-
ing a field in one continuous process. 
Time consuming short runs are eliminat-
ed and mowing capacity is increased. 

Disc Mower Conditioners

FORAGE EQUIPMENT
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ROTARY TEDDERS

Permanent oilbath lubrication – no 

maintenance of the gearbox required.

ProLine tedders are fitted with 10mm shot-

peened spring steel combined with a coil 

diameter of 80mm that adds up to the most 

durable and flexible tine in the market.

The Kubota tedders are built around a 

rugged box section mainframe, made out 

of one piece of metal with only one welding 

seam – for maximum rigidity.
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ROTARY TEDDERS

A Tedder For Any Demand
Kubota has an extensive range of 
CompactLine and ProLine tedders, 
with working widths ranging from 4.60 
to 13.30m. The Kubota tedders are 
distinguished by the oilbath gearbox, the 
Super-C tines, the strong mainframe and 
their easy maintenance.

A Strong Reliable Heart
Kubota ProLine tedders feature a 
uniquely designed self-contained rotor 
gearbox. The ProLine gearbox requires 
no maintenance, and is situated in 

an enclosed oilbath, set up to ensure 
permanent lubrication.

Take the Lead in Beating the 
Weather
The Kubota tedders are the right 
tools to accomplish uniform and rapid 
drying action of the crop. The Kubota 
Super-C tines, working with generous 
overlap thanks to the rotor design, 
always leave an airy and evenly spread 
crop, speeding up the drying process, 
so you can chop or bale the crop in 
time. Kubota tedders allow you to 

instantly react to unpredictable weather 
conditions.

Heavy Duty Mainframe Design
The Kubota tedders are built around a 
rugged box section mainframe, made 
out of one piece of metal with only one 
welding seam – for maximum rigidity. 
The frame design is fully enclosed at 
the top edge for maximum strength – an 
exceptionally solid design, which allows 
the Kubota tedders to withstand the 
most severe loads.

FORAGE EQUIPMENT
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ROTARY TEDDERS

TE4046-TE4052 
In working widths of 4.60 to 5.20m, 
Kubota offers the CompactLine range 
with low maintenance rotor gearboxes. 
Double bearings from pinion to crown 
wheel guarantee maximum longevity. 
These low weight models are ideal for 
small tractors, or in hilly regions.

TE6576CD-TE8590C/CD 
The standard specification on TE6576C 
and TE8590C includes a hydraulic 
border tedding system for your 
convenience. In road transport, tedder 
weight rests on the running gear, rather 
than on the tractor’s rear axle.

Kubota Models Rotors/Arms Working Width

CompactLine Tedders
TE4046 4/5 4.60m
TE4052 4/6 5.20m
TE6060 6/5 6.05m
TE8080 8/5 8.05m

ProLine Tedders
TE4555 4/7 5.50m
TE6568 6/6 6.80m
TE6576 6/7 7.60m
TE6576CD 6/7 7.60m
TE8590 8/6 9.00m
TE8590C/CD 8/6 9.00m
TE6583T 6/7 8.30m
TE8511T 8/7 11.00m
TE8511C 8/7 11.00m
TE10514C 10/7 13.30m
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ROTARY TEDDERS

TE6060-TE8080 
With 6.05/8.05m of width and optimized 
for working with dry crops such as 
hay, the TE6060 and TE8080 elevate 
Kubota’s range of compact tedders 
to a another level. It also features the 
HexaLink driveline which means a 
transport width of less than 3.00m.

TE6568-TE6576-TE8590
A new maintenance-free range in 
working widths from 6.8 to 9.0m. 
HexaLink finger clutches ensure very 
compact transport dimensions. The 
strong V-shaped central unit and 
standard oscillation dampers ensure 
excellent tedding characteristics. 

TE4555
With a working width of 5.5m this is the 
smallest tedder in the ProLine range. As 
with all ProLine tedders, it is equipped 
with ProLine gearbox, oscillation 
dampers and central operation of border 
tedding. 

TE8511C-TE10514C 
These machines offer a new dimension 
in efficiency and stability. Up to 13.3m 
working width and with 10 rotors, each 
with 7 tine arms, it neatly spreads four 
3.00m swaths. Their large gears, sturdy 
shock proof bearings and oil-immersed 
drive system require zero lubrication. 

frame. In this way a transport height 
of only 3.35m, and a transport width 
of less than 3.00m is achieved. The 
carrier frame allows the tedders to move 
forward quickly and easily, when going 
from one field to another. 

Despite their size, both tedders are 
very easy to run. They are supplied with 
transport carrier as standard, making 
it possible to operate the machine 
in combination with low horsepower 
tractors. In transport postition the outer 
rotors are folded forward onto a carrier 

FORAGE EQUIPMENT
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ROTARY RAKES

The TerraLink system consists of two parts, the lifting arm and the undercarrier. The arm is slotted on the downside. This, together with 

special steel quality, makes it possible for the frame to flex without breaking. The rotors are fully flexible in all directions, which means the 

tines have an exceptional ground following ability, ensuring a clean raking result without dirt in the crop. 
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ROTARY RAKES

Maintenance-free ProLine rotor – fully 

enclosed and permanently lubricated rotor 

gear.

CompactLine
The Kubota CompactLine rakes feature 
oil-immersed cam discs and guide 
rollers. Also, the tine arm bearings are 
fully lubricated, and hence absolutely 
maintenance-free. High-tensile tine arm 
holders and two bearings on either side 
of the driveshaft, provide the compact 
unit with strength and dependability.

ProLine
The Kubota ProLine rakes feature a 
unique drive system, which comprises 
oil-immersed pinion and crown wheels. 

The fully enclosed design ensures 
full and permanent lubrication, and 
makes the entire system absolutely 
maintenance-free.

Our extensive experience guarantees 
well-proven technology of the highest 
standard. The hardened cam track 
is adjustable and with an extremely 
large 400mm diameter, giving positive 
guidance to the steel rotors and quiet 
machine running.

FORAGE EQUIPMENT
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ROTARY RAKES

RA1032-RA1035-RA1039-RA1043 
For smaller raking operations, Kubota 
offers several CompactLine models, in 
working widths of 3.20 up to 4.30m, 
designed for use on lower horsepower 
tractors, whilst delivering similar raking 
performance compared to its´ higher 
specification machines.

RA2071T EVO-RA2071T VARIO 
CompactLine rakes designed for 
maximum flexibility. The twin rotors 
allow collection of either one large swath 
or two smaller swaths. Alternatively the 
rakes can place two large swaths into 
one, allowing a total of up to 12.50m 
crop to be gathered into one.

Kubota Models Rotors/Arms Working Width

CompactLine Rakes
RA1032 1/9 3.20m
RA1035 1/10 3.50m
RA1039 1/11 3.90m
RA1042T 1/11 4.20m
RA1043 1/12 4.30m
RA1047T 1/13 4.70m
RA2064 2/10 6.35m
RA2069 EVO 2/11/12 6.90m
RA2069 VARIO 2/11/12 6.90/7.70m
RA2071T EVO 2/11/12 6.60/7.10m*
RA2071T VARIO 2/11/12 6.60/7.10m*
RA2072 2/11 6.20-7.20m
RA2072 Hydro 2/11 6.20-7.20m
RA2076 4/11 7.00-7.80m
RA4012 4/11 10.00-12.50m

ProLine Rakes
RA1542 1/12 4.20m
RA1546 1/13 4.60m
RA2577 2/12/13 7.70m
RA2584 2/12 7.60-8.40m
RA2590 Hydro 2/14 8.00-9.00m
RA2590 PRO 2/14 8.00-9.00m
RA4513 4/12 10.00-12.50m
RA4515 3/13 9.80-15.00m
* = Double Swath

RA4012 
Excellent ground following due to 
TerraLink Quattro is one of the highligths 
of this four rotor CompactLine rake. 
Hydraulically adjustable 10.0-12.5m 
working width and transport height 
below 4.0m. 
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ROTARY RAKES

RA1042T-RA1047T
Smaller CompactLine trailed single ro-
tor rakes, suited for small tractors, but 
still delivering 4.20 and 4.70m working 
width. Within a fully enclosed housing, 
the maintenance-free cam track and 
cam followers are running in a perma-
nently lubricated oilbath.

RA1542-RA1546 
These machines offer working widths of 
4.20m and 4.60m respectively and are 
fitted with the Kubota ProLine gearbox, 
with its´ maintenance-free oilbath solu-
tion. Features such as oscillation damp-
ers, tandem axles and HydroLift height 
adjustment are hallmarks of these rakes.

RA2069 EVO-RA2069 VARIO
Compact and nimble CompactLine 
rakes with sturdy frame and TerraLink 
Quattro ground-following system. 
The VARIO model has the possibility 
of raking two separate swaths. With 
working width of 6.90m, the machine 
rakes up double swaths of up to 13.20m.

RA2577
This ProLine double rotor rake delivers 
a working width of 7.70m. The side 
delivery concept adds excellent 
flexibility in swath formation and allows 
collection of crop from up to 15.00m 
into one swath. Active wheel steering for 
improved manoeuvrability is standard.

RA2064-RA2072 Hydro-RA2076
Four cost-effective CompactLine two-
rotor rakes with durable design. The 
rakes produce centre swaths from raking 
widths between 6.20m and 7.80m. The 
RA2072 Hydro is fitted with hydraulically 
operated axles, allowing a transport 
height as low as 3.45m.

RA2580-RA2584-RA2590 Hydro-
RA2590 PRO
With working widths of 7.00m to 9.00m, 
these ProLine rakes keep harvesting 
operations running at optimum output. 
At the core is a heavy duty rotor head, 
with crown wheel and pinion assembly 
running in a fully enclosed oilbath.

FORAGE EQUIPMENT

RA4513 
Absolutely maintenance-free ProLine 
machine with 10mm tines and adjustable 
cam track. Hydraulically adjustable 
working width of 10.0-12.5m. Smaller 
diameter rear rotors for even swath 
formation.

RA4515 
Designed for high output and heavy 
use. With ProLine gearbox, unmatched 
9.8-15.0m working width, unique elbow 
construction, and heavy duty mainframe 
design. All 4 rotors can be lifted 
individually and are equipped with 3 twin 
wheels for perfect guidance. 
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ROUND BALERS

The newly designed pick-up offers excellent 

pick-up performance and lifts up even the 

shortest crop, thanks to the small diameter 

pick-up.

SuperCut-14 knife cutting device with a 

chopping length of 70mm.

The highly efficient net wrap system allows 

the net to extend past the edge of the bale.
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ROUND BALERS

Convenient and easy access storage for net 

and twine for long working days.

High Performance Balers
Decades of experience designing 
machines to perform all over the world 
go into building every Kubota baler. The 
latest generation of Kubota fixed and 
variable chamber balers gives you the 
assurance of unrivalled performance and 
an ability to cope with a wide variety of 
crop conditions.

It is all about the Bale
At Kubota we aim to help you maximise 
the feed value of your forage crops
and make the most of this valuable asset.  

Kubota fixed and variable chamber 
balers present a host of innovative 
features including clean raking pick-
ups, a choice of effective pre-chopping 
systems and the latest in bale chamber 
technology - all conceived to ensure the 
production of dense, perfectly shaped 
bales. With an emphasis on high output 
and long lasting reliable performance, 
Kubota  balers will be a cost effective 
and profitable investment for your busi-
ness.

 BALE EQUIPMENT   
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ROUND BALERS

BF2255 
BF2255 fixed chamber baler is the ideal 
solution for both wet and dry conditions. 
With RotaMax bale chamber, it is an 
ideal combination for dense and well-
shaped bales in all conditions.

BV4160-BV4180
A step up in power, comfort and 
reliability the BV4160 and BV4180 series 
features everything you need to get the 
job done, including new Powerbind net 
and twine binding systems. The bale 
chamber is set to provide dense bales 
with a moderate core and tight outer 
layer.

Kubota Models Bale Diameter

Fixed Chambler Balers 
BF2255 1.25 x 1.20m
BF3255 1.25  x 1.20m

Variable Chamber Balers
BV4160 0.80-1.65 x 1.20m
BV4180 0.80-1.80 x 1.20m
BV5160 0.60-1.65 x 1.20m
BV5200 0.60-2.00 x 1.20m

 Baler-Wrapper Combinations
BF3255 Flexiwrap 1.25 x 1.20m
BV5160 Flexiwrap 0.60-1.65 x 1.20m
BV5200 Flexiwrap 0.60-2.00 x 1.20m

Fixed Chamber Balers

Variable Chamber Balers
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ROUND BALERS

BF3255
The BF3255 full roller fixed chambler 
baler is a high specification model 
developed for intensive professional 
use. The PowerMaX bale chamber with 
17 ribbed roller is a truly wet sillage 
specialist for well-shaped ad tight bales.

BV5160-BV5200 
The BV5160 and BV5200 are designed 
for multi-crop use, and are equally at 
home in silage, hay and straw. With the 
new Intelligent Density 3D, the setting 
of bale density is made very easily with 
3 preselected options for straw, hay ad 
sillage easily set from the control box.

BF3255-BV5160-BV5200  
FlexiWrap
The new FlexiWrap baler-wrapper com-
bination with unique wrapping table for 
fast and accurate bale transfer. It can 
be paired wih either the BF3255 fixed 
chamber unit or the BV5160 or BV5200 
variable chamber balers.

  BALE EQUIPMENT   
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ROUND BALE WRAPPERS

Hydraulic film cut-and-hold system 

(WR1100-1400-1600).

Hydraulic film cut-and-hold system 

(WR1250/1850). 

Pre-stretch unit.
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ROUND BALE WRAPPERS

New Feature - DuoWrap for 
Turntable Wrappers 
(WR1100-WR1400-WR1600)
New DuoWrap option sees the 
integration of twin film dispenser units.
DuoWrap gives up to 50% faster 
wrapping compared to single film 
models, whilst also reducing the risk of 
film breaking during wrapping.

Hydraulic Film Cutter (Satellite)
(WR1250-WR1850)
The scissor type film cutter with sharp 
knives gives a clean cut over the full 

width of the stretch film. The secure 
hydraulic film cutter has a spring loaded 
clamp to  firmly hold the film, ready for 
the next bale. 

Easy Change Film Rolls
Change of film roll is quick and easy 
with Kubota pre-stretchers. The empty 
core is released by pushing down a 
single lever with one hand, all in one 
movement. Locate the new film roll, flick 
the handle back in position, and the roll 
is instantly locked.

 BALE EQUIPMENT   

DuoWrap twin film pre-stretcher.
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WR1100 
WR1100 is the ideal solution for wrap-
ping at the storage site. It handles bales 
weighing up to 1200kg. Perfect design 
with good protection of the hydraulic 
valve and control system.

WR1250
WR1250 allows wrapping on the move. 
Pick up one bale and wrap it as you 
move to the storage site or to the next 
bale. It provides easy and gentle self-
loading operation.

Kubota Models 

Round Bale & Wrappers
WR1100 3-point Mounted, Turntable
WR1400 Trailed, Turntable
WR1600 Trailed, Turntable
WR1250 3-Point Mounted, Satellite
WR1850 Trailed, Satellite

ROUND BALE WRAPPERS
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WR1400 
WR1400 is a trailed turntable wrapper 
designed for smaller tractors and is very 
easy to operate. The WR1400 is avail-
able with manual cable and a joystick 
control.

WR1600 
WR1600 is capable of handling bales up 
to 1400kg. The strong design allows a 
second bale to be carried on the loading 
arm, whilst the first is being wrapped.

WR1850 
WR1850 is well suited for professional 
operators looking for an easy to use, 
high volume wrapping operation.

 BALE EQUIPMENT   
ROUND BALE WRAPPERS
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BALE CHOPPERS

The PRO chute operates in 3 stages which 

optimizes the blowing distance when 

bedding.

The 1.55m diameter flywheel of the Kubota 

BC series is fitted with 6 blowing paddles, 

providing a powerful blow.

A patented system - the knives pass the 

fixed comb on alternative sides for a more 

even cut.
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BALE CHOPPERS
FEEDING EQUIPMENT

Whatever You Need 
- We’ve Got It High End Standards
Features of the Kubota BC1200-BC1300 
include:
• Unique drum-knife configuration 

(BC1300) to handle a wide variety  
of materials.

• Flywheel specifically designed for 
controlled material discharge and 
excellent clean-out.

• 2-speed gearbox on the Kubota 
BC1300 (option on BC1200) for 
reduced flywheel speed when 
discharging feed materials.

• Swivel or side chute suitable for both 
feeding and bedding purposes.

• Large flywheel for high blowing 
performance.

• Hydraulically foldable tailgate for self-
loading of multiple bales.

• Comfortable operation via Bowden 
cable or electric switches with joystick 
function. 

• UltraGlide wearing parts for extended 
longevity and outstanding wear 
resistance.

The PRO Choice
For professional use ‘Go PRO’ with the 
extended Kubota BC1300 PRO and 
BC1600 PRO that adds the following 
features:
• New flywheel configuration for increased 

material intake and blowing distance.
• New 3-stage swivel PRO chute for 

higher accuracy.
• Drum Feed Control System (DFCS) of 

BC1300 PRO for blockage-free dosing.
• Remote control for floor conveyor and 

tailgate.
• Further options to adapt to individual 

needs.

The control box is an easy to learn terminal 

with focus on functionality and simplicity. 

The control box gives you full control of all 

functions from the tractor cab.

The DFCS anti blockage system reduces 

the risk of blockages. During loading and 

flywheel start up DFCS is engaged and 

once the flywheel speed is at a sufficient 

level, it will gradually open to allow full flow 

through the flywheel.

Easy shifting from bedding to feeding on the 

2-speed gearbox.

Operation of both tailgate and floor chain by 

using the remote control.
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BALE CHOPPERS

BC1200 
The BC1200 mounted bale chopper 
is designed for working with straw for 
bedding purposes. The 2.00m3 chamber 
offers fast and easy loading and the rear 
door offers the possibility to carry an ex-
tra bale for improved efficiency. BC1200 
is fitted standard with a swivelling chute 
for accurate direct bedding.

Kubota Models Loading 
Capacity Chassis

Bale Chopper
BC1200 2.00m3 Mounted
BC1300 3.00m3 Trailed
BC1300 PRO 3.00m3 Trailed
BC1600 PRO 6.00m3 Trailed
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BALE CHOPPERS
FEEDING EQUIPMENT

BC1300 
The BC1300 is designed to chop and 
distribute straw, hay and silage. It pro-
vides an efficient solution for bedding 
and feeding. Solid construction ensures 
reliable performance and long machine 
life. The 3.00m3 bale chamber is capable 
of transporting the largest square bales 
or 2 round bales.

BC1300-BC1600 PRO
The PRO series of bale choppers, with 
loading capacities of 3.00 and 6.00m3, 
offers a strong package of features on 
top of the already comprehensive list 
from the standard BC models, such as 
redesigned flywheel, new 3-stage swive-
ling chute, patented feed control system 
and remote control of tailgate and floor 
chain.
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CHOPPERS

Offset increases the versatility of some 

choppers and caters for safer working 

conditions. Easy adjustment by hydraulic 

cylinder.

Drive by 5 V-belts type VX running on 

invertible pulleys which allows adaptation 

for 540 or 1000rpm drive. Idler wheel with 

automatic tensioner spring always ensures 

stable and low wearing on belt drive. 2 

maintenance-free upper ball bearings.

Central gearbox up to 160hp with integrated 

free wheel as standard. PTO tractor input 

can be 540 or 1000rpm; by inverting the 

belt pulleys.
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CHOPPERS

A strong tube forms the basis of the rotor.

The large diameter ensures easy and pre-

cise balancing and smooth running without 

vibrations. It can be equipped with either Y 

blades or hammer blades. Excellent cut with 

low power requirement.

Choppers for All Needs 
Kubota grass and straw choppers cope 
with whatever is required; every model is 
built for a variety of different tasks.
Solid construction with a robust gearbox 
and very strong power transmission to 
the ‘V’ belts driving the rotor. The chassis 
is strengthened with double plating in 
the areas subjected to highest stress. 
The combination with Kubota’s precisely 
manufactured rotor shafts and hard 
wearing blades makes them extremely 
reliable. Minimal maintenance is required.

Counter Knives and Double Skin 
Counter
One standard U-counter knive. A second 
U-counter knive is available (optional 
equipment) for more intense shredding 
and heavy conditions. Also combinable 
with double skin. 

Rear Roller Or Wheels
The rear roller is standard equipment for 
reliable depth control in all conditions. 
Ø 160-240mm with 45mm bearing hub 
and greasable ball bearings. Replace-
able bearing housing. Bearing Hub inte-
grated and interchangeable via skid. 

FLAIL CHOPPER
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CHOPPERS

SE1000
The Kubota SE1001 is a small, medium 
duty chopper recommended for green 
areas and for tyding up pasture. SE1001 
is available in 3 models and it is very 
easy to operate, requiring minimum 
maintenance. Working width from 1.20 
to 1.80m up to 50hp.

SE4000 
The Kubota SE4000 is a very versatile 
machine for front and rear mounting. The 
auto-alignment PTO shaft make SE4000 
a benchmark in all markets.
For tractor up to 140hp. Working widths 
2.35, 2.80 and 3.25m

Kubota Models Working Width

Chopper
SE1001 1.20-1.80m
SE2000 1.55-2.00m
SE2000P 2.00-2.50m
SE3000 1.55-2.50m
SE4000 2.35-3.25m
SE5000 2.35-3.20m
SE6000 2.80-3.20m
SE7000 1.95-3.20m
SE8000 3.20-4.00m

Choppers
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CHOPPERS

SE2000
The Kubota SE2000 combines an easy 
concept with strong construction for 
excellent field performance. That also 
means high comfort during operations 
and maximum reliability in work. Working 
width 1.55, 1.85 and 2.00m up to 100hp.

SE5000
The Kubota SE5000 is multi-purpose for 
chopping grass, pasture, set-aside land 
and stubble. With the hydraulic offset 
it is possible to clear out field edges, 
orchards and road edges. Hammer or 
universal Y blades allow a perfect shred-
ding quality.

SE8000
The development of the Kubota SE8000 
was clearly focused on huge and in-
tensive farms. The SE8000 is excellent 
for shredding crop residues, chopping 
straw, maize and sunflower stalks as 
well as set-aside land. Offered in 3.20m 
and 4.00m. Length transport device 
available as option for road circulation.

SE2000P 
The Kubota SE2000P offers a unique 
maneuverability and top performance 
on shredding operations. It’s the ideal 
choice for contractors and big farms.
Double wide angle PTO shaft as stand-
ard. For tractor up to 150hp. Working 
widths 2.00m and 2.50m.

SE6000
The Kubota SE6000 is a versatile 
machine suitable for front and rear 
tractor mounting. Hydraulic offset 
(54cm) contribute in making SE6000 
very efficient in all working conditions. 
Excellent cutting quality. Available in 
2.80m and 3.20m widths.

SE3000
Highest rotor speeds (2243rpm) in 
combination with the counter knife and 
double skin, guarantee an excellent 
shredding effect with minimal power re-
quirement. For tractors up to 80hp, from 
1.55 to 2.50m working width, always 
offsettable.

SE7000
The Kubota SE7000 for heavy duty work 
on set-aside land and cultivated fields.
The high rotor speed combined with a 
large number of blades increases the 
cutting efficiency while reducing the in-
put power required. Working widths from 
1.95 to 3.20m for tractors up to 160hp.

FLAIL CHOPPER
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ROTARY TILLERS

Compact frame with sliding lower link 

(mechanical offset) for effective tillage.

Lateral skids can be adjusted to guarantee a 

correct working depth.

Lateral transmission by chain and sprockets 

lubricated in oil bath.
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ROTARY TILLERS

Heat treated blades (hardening 47-51HRC) 

with 7mm thickness for longer working life 

and difficult soil conditions (stony area).

Adjustable trail gate (by chain with spring) 

for intensive tillage results and good leveling 

of soil surface.

Kubota RTZ Rotary Tiller
The Kubota RTZ range of high 
performance and multi purpose rotary 
tillers is ideally suited to meet most 
requirements within primary as well as 
secondary tillage purposes. 

The robust design, together with the 
unique rotor concept, puts the Kubota 
RTZ rotary tillers in a class of its own 
in terms of versatility and durability. 
Furthermore with the best possible 
fuel consumption/tillage ratio in most 
conditions.

COMPACT TILLERS
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ROTARY TILLERS

RTZ3000
Highly versatile solution for gardening, 
light farming tillage and small specialized 
farms. Light and compact frame perfect-
ly suited to various tillage application:
Monobloc frame with mechanical offset 
adjustment. Robust driveline by cast iron 
gearbox and oil bath side transmission.  
Pto shaft with disc clutch safety. Easy 
adjustments.

Kubota Models Working Width

Rotary Tillers
RTZ3009 0.90m
RTZ3011 1.10m
RTZ4512 1.20m
RTZ4514 1.40m
RTZ6015 1.50m
RTZ6017 1.70m

Rotary Tillers
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ROTARY TILLERS

RTZ4500
Compact rotary tillers for light horticultur-
al, market gardening as well as other light 
duty agricultural tasks: Robust driveline by 
cast iron gearbox and oil bath side trans-
mission. Helical placement of the blades 
for lower power requirement, improved till-
age and reduced vibrations. Heat treated 
blades. Easy connections and adjust-
ments and total safety for operators.

RTZ6000 
Built for primary tillage for horticulture, 
gardening, mechanical weed control 
and agricultural purposes: Rigid frame 
and heavy headstock. Robust driveline 
by cast iron gearbox and oil bath side 
transmission. Pto shaft with disc clutch 
safety protection. Heat treated blades.  
Easy to operate, simple to adjust and 
effective soil preparation.

COMPACT TILLERS
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PRECISION FARMING

IsoMatch Tellus GO. Detail IsoMatch Tellus.

Precision Farming
Being a leader in ISOBUS technology, 
Kubota always ensures compatibility 
of the IsoMatch Tellus and IsoMatch 
Tellus GO to all ISOBUS machines. 
The terminal brings the implement 
automatically into view. 

With the precision farming application, 
IsoMatch GEOcontrol, it is possible 
to boost efficiency and save time and 
costs. Whether it is used with fertiliser 
spreaders, sprayers, seed drills or 
ploughs.
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PRECISION FARMING

A Perfect Solution for Every 
Individual Farmer
Precision farming makes our machines 
work smart, efficient and easy. With the 
ISOBUS technology your implements 
are better connected, operated, 
controlled and monitored. Your demands 
and possibilities are the base for Kubota 
precision farming solutions.

Are you satisfied with the performance 
of a standard machine or do you want 
to make the next step into the world of 
precision farming? Whatever you decide, 
Kubota offers the best solution for every 
individual farmer.

Kubota will analyse, together with you, 
your operation processes, future vision, 
crop growing plans and short- and long 
term investing possibilities to offer you 
the perfect solution.

GPS Antenna - IsoMatch Global.

Light Bar - IsoMatch InLine.

Camera - IsoMatch Eye.

Accessories 

It’s Your Choice
• Choose for smart technology
• Simplify your operation processes
• Work efficient!
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PRECISION FARMING

IsoMatch Tellus GO
The first step in the world of ISOBUS: the 
ISOBUS terminal IsoMatch Tellus GO.
This universal terminal is especially 
developed for controlling the machine 
in a simple way with an optimal price-
performance ratio. It has a user-friendly 
touchscreen, push buttons and rotary 
button.
The GEOcontrol license key is divided in 
two parts, IsoMatch GEO-SC (Section 
Control) and IsoMatch GEO-VR (Variable 
Rate Control).

IsoMatch GEOcontrol
This advanced software application can 
boost accuracy and efficiency, while 
allowing seamless integration with 
precision farming systems.
Easy and comfort of operation, due to 
not having to manually switch on or off 
sections or change the application rate. 
You can focus 100% on driving in the field.
More efficient work and avoiding 
overlap leads to cost savings of 5-10% 
on fertiliser. Better growing conditions 
and increased yield. With IsoMatch 
GEOcontrol, working at night becomes 
very easy. IsoMatch GEOcontrol reduces 
the workload considerably.

It provides:
- Section control: makes sure that the 

implement’s sections will be switched 
on and off automatically. This avoids 
undesired overlap and operation outside 
the field border. 

- Variable rate control: will automatically 
adjust the output rate for the implement 
according to preloaded application 
maps or input from smart sensor 
technology. 

- Documentation: all application and field 
data can be exchanged between farm 
management system and IsoMatch 
GEOcontrol via a USB stick. Export field 
reports also with non ISO-implements 
by turning the sections on/off with the 
integrated TECU.

- Manual guidance with all your 
implements; following precisely 
predefined tracks across the field in 
combination with the IsoMatch InLine.

IsoMatch Tellus
Using ISOBUS as the interface, the 
IsoMatch Tellus can communicate with 
all ISOBUS machines and is equipped 
to work with GPS positioning systems. 
The user-friendly dual touch screen is 
specially designed for long working 
days. You have an excellent overview 
on both screens, which enables you to 
control the progress of the implement 
while using other applications such as 
IsoMatch GEOcontrol.
IsoMatch Tellus and IsoMatch Tellus GO 
are compatible with various IsoMatch 
accessories, allowing you to have full 
control of all your tasks.

Product IsoMatch Tellus IsoMatch Tellus GO

Hardware Functions
Screen size 12 inch 7 inch
Dual screen •
Touch screen • •
Rotary button •
Push buttons •

Software Functions
Universal ISOBUS Terminal • •
Tractor ECU • •
Task Documentation • •
Automatic Section Control 

License
License

Automatic Variable Rate Control License
Variable Rate external sensor • •
Auxiliary device support • •
Manual guidance • •
Calculator • •
Integrated digital manuals • •
AutoSetUp App • •
OnTime App •

Accessories
IsoMatch InLine Light Bar • •
IsoMatch Global GPS Antenna • •
IsoMatch Eye/MultiEye Camera System • •
IsoMatch Wireless •
* = Free of charge

Terminals
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PRECISION FARMING

IsoMatch InLine
- Distance to A-B  

line with LED  
indication and a numeric display 

- Manual guidance in combination with 
IsoMatch GEOcontrol 

- Displays status of machine sections

The IsoMatch InLine is a light bar which 
allows easy manual guidance. It is the 
perfect assistant to get you as close as 
possible to your desired A-B line. 
Mounted in the line of sight, you can 
easily see the distance from the A-B line 
and to which direction you should steer 
for the ideal position. The display of the 
IsoMatch InLine also displays the status 
of the machine sections, which adds 
more comfort of use. The LEDs can be 
dimmed for night operation. 

IsoMatch Global
- Allows manual  

guidance,  
automatic section control and variable 
rate in combination with IsoMatch 
GEOcontrol 

- DGPS accuracy without additional 
subscription fees 

- Easy to fit with mounting brackets 
included

 
The essential accessory for IsoMatch 
GEOcontrol is the IsoMatch Global GPS 
antenna, with DGPS accuracy. It enables 
satellite navigation for site-specific 
section control, variable rate application 
and field registration.

IsoMatch Eye and 
IsoMatch MultiEye
- The ability to be  

mirrored for rear viewing 
- Better control of your tasks 
- Integrated LED lighting for true night 

vision

IsoMatch Eye is a camera that has been 
developed for use with our sophisticated 
IsoMatch terminals. The IsoMatch Eye 
gives you full control and overview of 
your entire machine operation during 
day and night, because of its night vision 
by integrated LEDs. This increases the 
safety e.g. when reversing the machine 
or manoeuvring around obstructions. 
 
IsoMatch MultiEye is an accessory for 
connecting up to four cameras to the 
IsoMatch terminals. You can easily 
switch between the cameras with the 
remote control box which is standard 
included.

Accessories
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The company reserves the right to change the above specifications without notice. This brochure is for descriptive purpose only. Some of the items pictured in this brochure are optional and not 
standard equipment. Please consult your local Kubota dealer for warranty, safety or product information. For your safety, Kubota strongly recommend the use of a seat belt in all applications.
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